
 

Press release ”Nordal Twang” 

 - New album out: After our debutalbum ”Twang” we are proud to 
announce the release of our new album: ”South of the Border”. Nine 
new tunes from the guitarist Jesper Nordal and his band: ”Nordal 
Twang”.              

After the critically acclaimed debut album ”Twang” we bring you a new 
take on guitaroriented jazz. Once again it is our goal to let the 
americana sound and inspiration meet the improvised jazz music. From 
the rockmusic we have a BIG guitarsound, simple and songlike themes 
and a raw band sound. This is combined with free soloing and an open 
and intuitive band interplay. In this version of a modern jazz/rock 
sound, there is also a lot of horns – arranged by the acknowlegded 
danish sax-player Fredrik Lundin. 

He plays several sparkling soli and the beautiful horn arrangements 
direct our ears to both the jazz tradition from New Orleans and to 
more modern textures. 

We are inspired by Jimi Hendrix, Daniel Lanois, Ry Cooder and Gil 
Evans. We have worked very focused on the band sound and interplay – 
every song has its own univers and is still a part of the overall 
contribution to instrumental guitar-oriented music.  

Nordal Twang: 

-Jesper Nordal: bandleader, electric- and acoustic guitars, 
banjo, loops, effects                                                              
-Esben Eyerman: electric- og acoustic basses                          
-Jesper Uno Kofoed: drums                                            
With:                                                                 
-Fredrik Lundin: tenor- og baryton saxes, flute, hornarranging              
-Jakob Munck: trombone and tuba                                      
-Peter Marrot: trompet and fluegelhorn                               
-Lynge Wagner: dobro                                                 
-Lars Ringgaard: harmonica  

Listen to ”Blade Running” with the deep brass: a rock inspired tune 
with astonishing drumming by Jesper Uno Kofoed: – after the  twangy 
guitarsolo from maestro, you can hear Fredrik Lundin burning on the 
tenor saxofon. The tune ends in a long outro with deep brass sounds 
that is inspired by the great Gil Evans.  

Or listen to: ”Sorrow and Joy”: a pure, simpel country theme, played 
with enormeous sensitivity from the band. The song is arranged with 
beatiful horns - soft and mellow, with a melancholy that interacts 
with the joyfull theme. No Sorrow without Joy! 



 

Press quotes ”South of the Border”: 

”Jesper Nordal plays with simplicity without being ordinary – 
he plays strange without slipping into avantgardejazz, this is 
100% male music. South of the Border is one of this years best 
releases.”  
- from the magazine ”Salt Peanuts”´ 

”This is cosy and delicious as a bowl of beans and a cup of 
strong coffee at the campfire in the midlle of nowhere” 
- from Jazznews 

”You get blown away from the start! The album is full of power 
and everything is linked together with great superiority”.  
- from the magazine Gaffa  

   

Press quotes from our first album ”Twang” 

“The thoughts go to David Lynch´s “Twin Peaks” with a guitar 
that cuts to the bone, but still search the simple and 
melodical country style”  
-Radio Jazz 

“Everything is made with a very elegant sound, where every 
single instrument stands clear and yet melts together in a 
joint universe. 
An absolute brilliant CD with a lot of musical quality”       
-Holbaek Amts Venstreblad 

“The Guitarist Jesper Nordal is out with the record “Twang” 
where he on acoustic and electric guitars plays jazz, mixed 
with a lot of country, blues and rock of the simple, melodical 
kind. Here is also som heavy, fat, off the wall riffs. You 
begin to think of names such as : Bill Frisell and John 
Scofield, but also John Mayer comes to mind. Nordal has 
written all the tunes which in a melodic way leads us on a 
journey to lonely desert landscapes with dust, the sun and an 
abandoned gasstationsign that creaks in the wind.”  
-Jazznews  

“Best of the Batch” December in Music Industry News Network 
www.mi2n.com 
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